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The Nazi Hunters: How a Team of Spies
2013
Arthur A. Levine Books
978-0545430999
and Survivors Captured the World's
Most Notorious Nazi
The thrilling story of how a group of spies captured the notorious Nazi leader, Adolf Eichmann, and brought him to justice in Israel.
Beaudoin, Sean
Wise Young Fool
2013
Little, Brown
978-0316203793
Ritchie recounts his tale of friends, family, rock and roll and loss through forced diary entries during juvenile detention.
Berry, Julie
All the Truth That's in Me
2013
Viking/Penguin
978-0670786152
After mysteriously disappearing for two years, 18 year old Judith returns to her small village with her tongue cut out, silencing her own horror and that of
her best friend who was murdered.
Bick, Ilsa J.
The Sin Eater's Confession
2013
Carolrhoda Lab
978-0761356875
Stationed in Afghanistan, medic Ben writes a confession about his high school senior year, when he befriends a neighboring farm boy, leading to local
scandal with tragic consequences.
Black, Holly
The Coldest Girl in Coldtown
2013
Little, Brown
978-0316213103
When Tana wakes up from a Dusk Party to find her friends dead, and herself possibly infected, she makes the journey to the quarantine area called
Coldtown, with an unlikely cast of characters
Blagden, Scott
Dear Life, You Suck
2013
Harcourt
978-0547904313
The clock is ticking for orphan Cricket Cherpin. Will he be able to rise above his abusive past, find a viable path to the future, and get the girl in the
present?
Bracken, Alexandra
The Darkest Minds
2012
Hyperion
978-1423157373
Having escaped a cruel rehabilitation camp, sixteen-year-old Ruby is on the run and in search of East River, a safe haven for kids like her. But is East River
all she hopes it will be or will she find that it is actually more dangerous than where she came from?
Brown, Jennifer
Thousand Words
2013
Harcourt
978-0316209724
In an attempt to hold on to her college bound boyfriend, Ashleigh sends him a nude photo of herself, which goes viral after the couple's breakup, causing
both to deal with serious legal sexting issue
Camreon, Sharon
Dark Unwinding
2012
Scholastic Press
978-0545327862
Katharine Tulman is a poor relation in Victorian England, sent to investigate a rumor that her eccentric uncle is squandering away the family fortune. When
she visits his estate to have him committed to an asylum, she discovers a genius inventor who employs a village of nine hundred people rescued from the
workhouses of London.
Clement-Moore, Rosemary
Spirit and Dust
2013
Delacorte Press
978-0375989706
Daisy Goodnight sees dead people and the FBI needs her help. When a local mob boss' daughter goes missing, he INSISTS she drop everything and find his
daughter. Hijinks ensue.

Coats, Jillian Anderson
The Wicked and the Just
2012
Harcourt
978-0547688374
Two young teen voices in medieval Wales: upper class Cecily who recently moved from England with her father lured by cheap land and dominance over
the Welsh and Gwenhwyfar, living in extreme poverty, serving as servant to harsh Cecily.
Edwards, Janet
Earth Girl
2013
PYR
978-01616147655
In the future, humans are able to portal between countless worlds and settlements; however, one in a thousand babies are born without the ability to
survive off Earth. Jarra is one of these children, just turned eighteen. She joins an off world University with a first year experience on Earth in hopes to
prove to off-worlders that Earth children aren't the "apes" everyone thinks they are.
Farish, Terry
The Good Braider
2012
Marshall Cavendish
978-0761462675
Viola wants nothing more than to go to America where she can be free from the war that ravages her country. Death, starvation and rape are daily
occurances. Finally making it to America, Viola must now learn to adapt to her new surroundings and help her mother do the same.
Gardner, Sally
Maggot Moon
2013
Candlewick Press
978-0763665531
Post war 1956, a Totalitarian government in power, 15 year old Standish Treadwell survives with his Gramps in deplorable Zone 7 after many family
members and neighbors have disappeared, until he discovers the site where the "Motherland" will soon broadcast a dark powerful hoax to the rest of the
world.
Goodman, Shawn
Kindness for Weakness
2013
Delacorte Press
978-0385743242
Shawn Goodman has always felt out of place. When the friendless fifteen-year-old agrees to sell drugs for his older brother, he is almost immediately
arrested and thrown into the gritty, often unfair world of the juvenile justice system.
Griffin, Paul
Burning Blue
2012
Dial Books
978-0803738157
Computer hacker Jay Nazarro is determined to use his expert skills to solve the mystery of who disfigured stunningly beautiful Nicole Castro at school by
splashing acid on her face.
Harmon, Michael
Under the Bridge
2012
Knopf
978-0375966460
Brothers Tate and Indy are among the best skateboarders on the streets of Spokane, however, Tate strives to rescue Indy after he angrily leaves home and
joins the city's seedier elements.
Hartzler, Aaron
Rapture Practice
2013
Little, Brown
978-0316094658
Aaron’s family believes in the Rapture—Jesus appears and takes his believers to glory. Movies, non-Christian music, and lust are the Devil’s tools. Aaron
must choose if he’ll be the perfect son or himself.
Hassan, Michael
Crash and Burn
2013
Harperteen
978-062112903
On 4/21/2008 Stephen Crashinsky stopped David Burnett from blowing up their school and became a hero. Like many other heroes, he got a book deal.
This is his tell all story about the two boys' strange connection since elementary school and all of the dirty details of growing up in between.
Henry, April
The Girl Who Was Supposed to Die
2013
Henry Holt & Co
978-0805095418
Kidnapped and tortured resulting in amnesia, Cady Scott discovers that someone is trying to murder her and she must do everything she can to survive.

Honeyman, Kay
The Fire Horse Girl
2013
Arthur A Levine
978-0545403108
Jade Moon is born a Fire Horse in the Chinese zodiac, with a defiant, fiery spirit that her family curses. When an opportunity arrises to go to America in
1923 to find freedom, she jumps at the chance.
Hoose, Phillip M.
Moonbird: a Year on the Wind with
2012
Farrar Straus Giroux
978-0374304683
the Great Survivor B95
Documents one year in the life of Moonbird, a rufa red knot, also known by his leg band B95, as he completes his yearly 18,000 mile migration route, an
extraordinary feat with increasing environmental issues that are causing his species numbers to decline.
King, A.S.
Ask the Passengers: a Novel
2012
Little, Brown
978-0316194686
Questioning her sexuality, Astrid Jones who can't confide with her disjointed family, seeks answers to her problems while sending her love to airplane
passengers as they fly overhead.
King, A.S.
Reality Boy
2013
Little, Brown
978-0316222709
Gerald Faust spent his childhood in front of the camera, a star in a Nanny Reality TV show. The real drama happened off camera and left scars few can see.
Konigsberg, Bill
Openly Straight
2013
Arthur A. Levine Books
978-0545509893
Rafe, openly gay and tired of labels, moves to an out of state boarding school for boys where he chooses to be straight until he begins to have feelings for
one of his dormmates.
Kraus, Daniel
Scowler
2013
Delacorte Press
978-0385743099
Ry Burke's abusive father is sent to prison and his family begins to heal, but a meteor shower changes the fate of the Burke family and their neighbors.
LaBan, Elizabeth
The Tragedy Paper
2013
Alfred A. Knopf
978-0375870408
Duncan returns to boarding for his senior year haunted by last year's terrible tragedy that he feels is his fault. A treasure left in his room explains the true
story of what happened.
Lange, Erin Jade
Butter
2012
Bloomsbury
978-1599907802
Butter, a morbidly obese teenager with a binge eating problem, announces he will eat himself to death via live streaming on the internet on new Year's
Eve.
Leavitt, Lindsey
Going Vintage
2013
Bloomsbury
978-15999907871
Reacting to her boyfriend's online relationship with another girl, Mallory decides to temporarily give up modern technology. Inspired by her
Grandmother's Junior year to-do list, she vows to live a simpler, more wholesome life until she completes the list herself.
Marsh, Katherine
Jepp, Who Defied the Stars
2012
Hyperion
978-1423135005
In 16th century Europe, Jepp, a teen dwarf, leaves the stability of his mother's inn to become the court dwarf of the Spanish Infanta until an escape
attempt goes terribly wrong.
McNeal, Tom
Far Far Away
2013
Alfred A. Knopf
978-0375949722
Jacob, the ghost of one of the famous Grimm Brothers, communicates only with Jeremy whom he must also protect from evil in the village of Never
Better, where children are mysteriously disappearing.

Medina, Meg
Yaqui Delgado Wants to Kick Your Ass
2013
Candlewick Press
978-0763656595
Since she is brand new to her school, Piddy Sanchez is surprised to hear that a girl she doesn’t know wants to beat her up. From there, her year goes
downhill.
Moore, Kelly
Amber House
2012
Arthur A. Levine Books
978-0545434164
After her grandmother's death, Sarah's family moves into Amber House, the ancestral home. Sarah quickly learns that things aren't always what they seem
and that Amber House comes with some very dark secrets that could change all of them forever.
Murdoch, Emily
IF You Find Me
2013
St. Martin's Griffin
978-1250021526
Kidnapped and hidden in the wild by her addicted, mentally unbalanced mom since she was three, Carey must adjust to civilization after being found by
her father, while she carries a dark secret from the ordeal.
Newman, Lesléa
October Mourning: a Song for
2012
Candlewick Press
978-0763658076
Matthew Shepard
A haunting novel in verse tribute to Matthew Shepard's life composed of sixty-eight poems recreating the horrible events leading up to and after his
murder.
Quick, Matthew
Forgive Me, Leonard Peacock
2013 Little, Brown
978-0316221337
On his birthday, Leonard Peacock brings four gifts and a gun to school. After he delivers the gifts, he plans on shooting his friend then himself.
Roskos, Evan
Dr. Bird's Advice for Sad Poets
2013
Houghton Mifflin
978-0547928531
James is depressed. His sister was kicked out of the house. His father is The Brute; his mother the Banshee. Whitman's poetry and an imaginary pigeon
therapist, Dr. Bird, are his only hope.
Rowell, Rainbow
Eleanor & Park
2013
St. Martin's Griffin
978-1250012579
Neither Eleanor or Park fit in at high school, and their home lives could not be more different. They somehow overcome their differences and find each
other, but love does not turn out the way they expect.
Rowell, Rainbow
Fangirl
2013
St. Martin's Griffin
978-1250030955
Cath and her identical twin, Wren are inseparable until they enter college when Cath wants her own identity and Wren must find her independence, deal
with an unpleasant roomate and an intriguing boy.
Rudnick, Paul
Gorgeous
2013 Scholastic Press
978-0545464269
When Becky's obese mother dies in their meager trailer home, she learns about her mysterious past, and the potential for her magical future with the aide
of three designer dresses.
Sales, Leila
This Song Will Save Your Life: a Novel
2013
Farrar Straus Giroux
978-0374351380
Nearly a year after an attempted suicide, sixteen-year-old Elise discovers that she can use her passion and knowledge of music as a talented night club disc
jockey.
Sanderson, Brandon
Rithmatist
2013
TOR
978-0765320320
Joel, the son of the Armedius Academy's chalk maker wants to be a Rithmatist, a magical warrior who fights via chalk drawings. When students at the
academy start to disappear, Joel becomes entangled in the investigation.

Sanderson, Brandon
Steelheart
2013
Delacorte Press
978-0385743563
When David was eight years old, he witnessed his father being killed by an Epic, a modified human with superhuman powers. Ten years later, David proves
himself and joins the Reckoners, ones who are trying to kill the Epics and end their rule.
Schneider, Robyn
The Beginning of Everything
2013
Katherine Tegen Books
978-062217134
Captain of the high school tennis team, class officer, and member of the prom court, Ezra's world is golden until his girlfriend cheats on him at a party, Ezra
flees the scene and is seriously injured by a hit and run driver, leaving him out of sync with the in crowd.
Sedgwick, Marcus
Midwinter Blood
2013
Roaring Book Press
978-0761462675
Seven short stories progressing backward in time from 2073 to an ancient time of royalty, linked by reincarnated characters, a mysterious island, and a
powerful Orchid.
Sepetys, Ruta
Out of the Easy
2013
Philomel Books
978-0399256929
In 1950s New Orleans, seventeen-year-old Josie Moraine finds herself up against insurmountable odds as she tries to get out of the Big Easy. Known as the
prostitute's daughter, Josie wants nothing more than to leave the ugly whispers behind and go to an upscale college in the north.
Shepherd, Megan
The Madman's Daughter
2013
Balzer & Bray
978-006218027
Shunned by society in Victorian England, Juliet finds herself alone and desparate. She embarks upon a search for her infamous father, Dr. Moreau, who
mysteriously disappeared after a scandal.
Smith, Andrew
Winger
2013
Simon & Schuster
978-1442444928
Ryan Dean spends his junior year at an exclusive boarding school stuck in the dorm for troublemakers and rooming with the biggest bully on campus.
Sonnenblick, Jordan
Are You Experienced
2013
Feiwel & Friends
978-1250025648
When Rich plays a historic guitar he gets blasted back to Woodstock where he meets his teenage father and come to understand more of the former
hippie's hang-ups.
Stiefvater, Maggie, Tessa Gratton,
The Curiosities: A Collection of Stories
2012
Carolrhoda Lab
978-0761375272
Brenna Yovanoff
Three popular YA authors present their favorite stories from their experimental group blog. Filled with vampires, magicians, villains, and heros, this
unedited collection is accompanied by authors' thoughts and illustrations.
Stone, Tanya Lee
Courage Has No Color: the True Story
2013
Candlewick Press
978-0763651176
of the Triple Nickles: America's First
Overcoming prejudice and ignorance during World War II, a group of courageous military men work and struggle to form a troop of the first black
paratroopers.
Sullivan, Tara
Golden Boy
2013 G. P. Putnam's Sons
978-0399161124
Habo, a Tanzanian albino boy, has always felt excluded from his brown skinned family, but doesn't realize his dangerous physical value until hunted by
poachers for his body parts believed to have magical powers.

Thomas, Sherry
The Burning Sky
2013
Harperteen
978-062207296
Iolanthe is an elemental mage of extraordinary power, one day in the course of a simple spell she creates lightning and exposes herself to the magical
world. Suddenly princes and emperors want a piece of her power and she has to learn who to trust and how to use her powers to save herself and her
kingdom.
Wasserman, Robin
The Waking Dark
2013
Alfred A. Knopf
978-0375868771
Something horrible and scary is happening in the small town of Oleander. Evil has taken hold and won't let go. Will Oleander be able to survive the
Wein, Elizabeth
Rose Under Fire
2013
Hyperion
978-01423183099
Rose, a young American pilot during WWII who ferries planes out to soldiers in France, is captured by the Nazis and sent to Ravensbruck, the infamous
women's concentration camp where she finds courage and strength through her fellow prisoners.
Whitney, Daisy
When You Were Here
2013
Little, Brown
978-0316209748
Danny Kellerman comes to grips with grief and loss in the wake of his mother's death, and secrets kept from him.
Winters, Cat
In the Shadow of Blackbirds: a Novel
2013
Amulet Books
978-1419705304
In 1918, 16-year-old Mary Shelley and her Aunt Eva are battling the Spanish flu outbreak and the hardships of World War I. Mary Shelley has never
believed in spirits but when her first love dies in the war, she begins to doubt everything she knows.
Yancey, Rick
The 5th Wave
2013
G. P. Putnam's Sons
978-0399162411
The earth has been savaged by alien forces in four waves: 1st Darkness, 2nd Tsunamis, 3rd Pestilence, 4th Silencer, with the 5th to come. Sixteen year old

